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smooth, fast and
economical
CREDIT TRACK IMPLEMENTATION
An important concern in procuring commercial loan
software is return on investment, ROI. Predicted ROI
is put to the test in the implementation process,
when highly-paid credit officers and relationship
managers are asked to take time away from banking
to set policies and to train on a new system.
Global Wave Group helped First Foundation Bank
exceed its objectives by implementing Credit Track
in only three months, including setting credit policy
and business rules, mapping from the core system,
test phase, pilot phase and go-live.

CREDIT TRACK

making change
happen
FIRST FOUNDATION BANK
Not only did Global Wave deploy their Credit
Track workflow solution, but they also opened
our eyes to industry best practices. Global
Wave helped First Foundation Bank with our
bank's processes. Where we chose to keep our
own processes, Global Wave was able to
configure their solution to match.

global wave group
has the right mix of
confidence and
service-orientation
— christopher naghibi

WWW.GLOBALWAVEGROUP.COM

Keeping some of our own processes proved to
be a major benefit for a smooth implementation.
We gained valuable buy-in from our seasoned
credit officers and administrators, as their
practices and high standards were being
upheld.
Our Global Wave client relationship manager has
been awesome. In fact, because Global Wave
Group requires banking industry experience of
their relationship managers, we have a great
deal of confidence in our relationship manager's
industry and product knowledge.

Global Wave's three-month implementation of
Credit Track was impressive:
The implementation was both thorough and
fast, including implementation, training and
ongoing support
Timely - Global Wave was ready to begin
implementation when we were ready, a few
weeks after signing the contract
Bankers were attracted to, and engaged with,
the implementation process as guided by our
bank's Global Wave client relationship
manager. This gave a big boost toward 100%
adoption of Credit Track by our bankers
ROI was achieved because efficiencies were
realized from our go-live date going forward

